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User story

1. We are going to create a tool that predict the success 
of a news headline.

2. We will provide information to news editors so they can 
make decisions in real time.  



We can predict the success of an article (in CTR) based on the probability of 
co-occurrence of entities in the title. 

(That is, the lower the detected co-occurrence, the headline will create 
greater traction). 

Original hypothesis

Co-ocurrence highly probable:
“Papa Francisco” + “Benedicto XVI”

Low CTR probability 

Co-ocurrence less probable:
“Papa Francisco” + “Elon Musk”

High CTR probability 





We trained a Naive Bayes model with two years of Página/12 headlines. 

Two classes: 

Adaptation of the hypothesis

Fail 
CTR less than 3%

Success
CTR greater than 6% 



With this approach, we 
obtained 76% precision in 

predicting classes (CTR> 6% or 
CTR <3%) with just the headline. 



Proof of concept
We exposed the mvp to the newsroom



We asked editors to use 
the mvp and add a tag 
"taitel" to the headlines 
that would be 
successful, to verify in 
practice the results. 

https://www.pagina12.com.ar/tags/59228-taitel

Proof of concept

https://www.pagina12.com.ar/tags/59228-taitel


Testing

:



“It is difficult to know what to do if we write a title 
with low probability of success” 

Editor’s Feedback



Some real time testing





 CMS as a friction point Product Evolution 
- Iterate the layout 
- Test with users 
- Deploy the application 
- Integrate with CMS 
- Browser Add ON 
- Iterate the data model
- Improve prediction for 

breaking news 
- Dashboard control
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Learnings 
- Fly low
- Fall in love with the problem, not the solution
- Control iterations


